Animals often navigate environments that are uncertain, volatile and com-11 plex, making it challenging to locate reliable food sources. Therefore, it is 12 not surprising that many species evolved multiple, parallel and complementary 13 foraging strategies to survive. Current research on animal behavior is largely 14 driven by a reductionist approach and attempts to study one particular aspect 15 of behavior in isolation. This is justified by the huge success of past and current 16 research in understanding neural circuit mechanisms of behaviors. But focus-17 ing on only one aspect of behaviors obscures their inherent multidimensional 18 nature. To fill this gap we aimed to identify and characterize distinct behavioral 19 modules using a simple reward foraging assay. For this we developed a single-20 animal, trial-based probabilistic foraging task, where freely walking fruit flies 21 experience optogenetic sugar-receptor neuron stimulation. By carefully analyz- 22 ing the walking trajectories of flies, we were able to dissect the animals foraging 23 decisions into multiple underlying systems. We show that flies perform local 24 searches, cue-based navigation and learn task relevant contingencies. Using 25 probabilistic reward delivery allowed us to bid several competing reinforcement 26 learning (RL) models against each other. We discover that flies accumulate 27 chosen option values, forget unchosen option values and seek novelty. We 28 further show that distinct behavioral modules -learning and navigation-based 29 systems-cooperate, suggesting that reinforcement learning in flies operates 30 on dimensionality reduced representations. We therefore argue that animals 31 will apply combinations of multiple behavioral strategies to generate foraging 32 decisions.
: Place preference as a function of Gr5a-receptor-neuron stimulation. A Single-fly optogenetic foraging setup. A system of 12 linear track arenas is placed in a behavior box with uniform white background illumination and monitored by a webcam from above. Each arena consists of two LEDs (λ = 624 nm) mounted from below. Reset and trigger zones (short and long dash) are not visible to the flies. Each trigger zone is marked by black and white stripe patterns with different orientations on each side. Inset: Rule for triggering a probabilistic flash of light. Light is triggered only when the fly enters the reset and the reward zones in that order. B Left: Two dimensional walking traces of an unstimulated example fly (magenta) and 30% probability stimulated example fly (green). Light stimulation was delivered to only one side of the arena, here marked with red dot. Right: One dimensional walking trace over time of the same example flies. Stimulation events are marked with red dots. C Occupancy distribution of example individuals from 0-100% stimulation conditions. D Occupancy distribution of fly populations that experienced the same stimulation probabilities as in C. Next we asked whether local searches simply occur as a reaction to the opto-150 genetic stimulation (innate behavioral responses) or whether they show adaptation 151 to the probabilistic structure of environment. We looked at the two-dimensional 152 walking traces and computed the angular distributions of the trajectories in zone 1 153 ( Fig. S3C ). While they were significantly different for stimulated vs non-stimulated 154 events for each probability condition, the angular distributions on stimulated trials 155 across probability conditions were not. The same was true for probability conditions 156 of 5 and 15% (not shown here). Together, this suggests that local searches emerge a reward zone, made the choice to either return to the same zone again without reaching the other zone (return decision), or to sample the other reward zone before 167 returning. Trials also differed in whether or not the fly was rewarded when it entered 168 the reward zone. In this way, we created a sequence of binary events given by a prob-169 abilistic reward followed by a binary choice to return or not. Fig. 2B shows the return 170 probability for all trials (rewarded and unrewarded) to each zone (one and two) for 171 all tested probability conditions. In all stimulated conditions, returns to the rewarded 172 zone were significantly increased over returns to the unrewarded zone, which was not 173 the case for the unstimulated and genetic controls ( Fig. 2B , inset).
174
The experienced reward rate and set reward probabilities may differ due to the 175 stochastic nature of the reward delivery. We also show a positive correlation of 176 returns with the experienced reward rate Fig. 2C .
177
Since we defined returns as an additional behavioral read-out, one obvious ques- To look more directly into value accumulation we used logistic regression analysis 203 to see how past rewards contributed to current choices and computed the reward 204 effects (reward kernel) on return choices [28] . We show that immediate rewards 205 had the strongest effect on current choices while rewards further back in the trial 206 history had smaller contributions ( Fig. 2E ). The same effects were seen with two-207 sided optical stimulation (Fig. S2E , left and middle panels and Fig. S2F ). Based on 208 our analysis we concluded that flies mostly rely on current rewards to make choices, 209 but also incorporate rewards into their choices that happen further back in trials. The 210 simulation of fly responses to only immediate rewards generates very steep reward 211 kernels ( Fig. S4C ) unlike the ones we see in the animal data. This is consistent with 212 the idea that flies accumulate reward value over trials.
213
In some of the reward foraging studies using a probabilistic reinforcement struc- F 1 accuracy reached 80% when the model was fit on data that had roughly equal, may indicate the flies' sensitivity to rewards in general. Therefore, we separated flies that showed return on first rewarded trial from flies that did not return on the first 292 rewarded trial and looked at the return probability on all subsequent rewarded trials 293 ( Fig. 4G ). We show that return behavior on the first rewarded trial is a good predictor After discovering that flies apply both navigation and learning based strategies to 306 locate the optogenetic rewards, we asked how these two systems interact with each 307 other. Previous work [16] has shown that inbound paths of flies to their feeding sites 308 are more straight then outbound paths, suggesting that path integration mechanisms 309 help animals reach their feeding sites using shorter routes. Here we used a similar 310 approach and decided to look at how flies navigated towards and away from their 311 rewarded location as a function of accumulated value. We looked at the angular 312 distribution of walking paths on rewarded and non-rewarded trials as a function of 313 reward probability. The more curved a path is, the more uniform the corresponding 314 angular distribution gets, which translates into a higher angular distribution entropy 315 ( Fig. 5A ). First we noted that out-walking (walking away from the rewarded location) 316 paths generally had slightly higher spread in angular distribution compared to in-317 walking paths (walking towards rewarded location) ( Fig. 5B,C) . This difference did 318 not reach statistical significance. We noted, however, a consistent trend in the the neural level ( Fig. 5E ). We propose that dopamine mediated reward prediction error assigns values to spatial representations (external or internal spatial cues stored 326 in the insect central complex [17, 33, 34] we saw a modulation of walking paths before and after receiving optical stimulation. ). E Proposed schematic of the interaction of navigation and learning systems in a foraging task. 1) A foraging fly starts navigation in a new environment with the sequence of actions (dashed) that leads to reward R1. After that, the fly continues to forage on a path (dotted) experiencing another reward R2. 2) After leaving R2, the fly can make a decision to return to the R1 or R2 rewarded site via the already executed and rewarded path (dashed or dotted) or, using cue-based navigation, travel on shortcuts to the rewarded locations. 3) Combined with reinforcement learning, values are assigned to those shortcuts and updated with the collected rewards. Thus, instead of storing the entire sequence of actions, the fly needs to compare only the values Q1 and Q2 for those shortcuts, thereby reducing the complexity of the representation of their habitat. We propose a tentative biological implementation of these two processes based on previous work. We speculate that dopamine signaling assigns values to spatial representations computed in central complex (idiothetic) or mushroom bodies (external cue-based navigation systems).
learning. In stable environments representations allow animals to take novel paths, the respective region through a thin layer of plastic. The setup is surrounded surrounded on three sides by acrylic panels (EndLighten, Acrylite), each lit by a strip of 0.01mm/s, which is governed by the resolution of our tracking system and corresponds to a movement of less than one pixel between two timestamps. Turns were 466 defined by velocity sign changes since our setup is effectively one-dimensional. 
and used to define
where is the remaining difference (error) between y and the estimate of y , h. y is 476 a continuous latent variable that needs to be mapped to the binary output variable (4)
Logistic regression yields estimates of the parameters β i from the data which can be 479 used to make predictions.
480
To understand the values of the regression weights and what can be concluded about happen at different rates (termed FQ α F ).
494
The RL models were fit to each individual fly using maximum likelihood estimation 495 with the following log likelihood function 
A bias parameter was included, to account for the fact that the baseline return The third model had one additional parameter, a forgetting parameter φ = α F , to 508 allow for the more general case of different strengths of the learning and forgetting 509 processes.
Every fly was fit with 100 random initializations of these parameter sets for each 511 model and the best parameters were selected by the corresponding highest log likeli-512 hood values, ln(L). Subsequently, the Akaike Information Criterion [53] (AIC) score 513 was computed, to select the one that best fits the data, while taking the number of 514 parameters into account.
515
To allow for predictive testing of the models, only half of every fly data was used 516 to fit the parameter values and the other half was used to predict the flies' choices.
517
The F 1 score was used as accuracy measure for every fly, 518 precision = TP/(TP + FP) (8) recall = TP/(TP + FN) (9) rewarded trial numbers (Fig. S2D right) . Both were consistent with the results from the single-sided cases. Logistic regression analysis (Fig. S2E) revealed again that the 710 current reward was most predictive of a return and that there was no influence of the 711 return history. To test whether the animals also followed a reinforcement learning 712 algorithm to allocate their choices to two options, we used the same three types 713 of models, extended by a second option. Model comparison (Fig. S2H ) yielded the 714 lowest AIC score for the FQ model, which captured return probabilities to both zones, 715 as well as return run lengths in both probability conditions in a generative test, well 716 ( Fig. S2J,K) . where the return behavior was approximately stable for all conditions. To justify 756 the regression analysis we looked at the pearson correlation of the rewards and the 757 animals' returns ( Fig. S4B ). To help interpret the logistic regression weights, we 758 simulated rewards with 5 different reward probabilities (5-30%) and return vectors, 759 where the return probability upon a reward was set to 50% (Fig. S4C ). The size of Supplementary Figure 5 763
We tested three reinforcement learning models (see also Sec. ) and compared their 764 AIC scores as a measure of how well they captured the data (Fig. S5A ). The models 765 were fit on half of the data (of each fly) and the other half was used to perform 766 a predictive test (Fig. S5C ). Especially the low probability data could not be very 767 well predicted, which is due to the limited number of reward and return events in the 768 data. This is visualized in Fig. S5D Figure S5 : Reinforcement learning model selection, predictive test and generative test. A AIC scores for the three RL models on 5-60% data. The lower the AIC score, the better the model captures the data while excessive parameters are punished. B Best-fit parameter values of the FQ model for each fly (circles) and population averages (solid lines in the violins). C Predictive test of the FQ model. Number of flies that could be predicted with more than 50% accuracy (F 1 score) for each model. Total number of flies per condition: N 5% = 94, N 15% = 70, N 30% = 56, N 45% = 15, N 60% = 45. D F 1 score against data choice probability. If choices made up less than 50% of the data, the model had a poor predictive power. Dashed ellipses visualize clustering of the data with high and low F 1 score. E Comparison of generative properties of the three RL models: Return probability. F Comparison of generative properties of the three RL models: Return run lengths. Red curves: exponential fits.
